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Abstract—The paper identifies conditions that enable
competing business entities to interoperate through their
mutual cooperation function while maintaining a strict
separation of their competing functions, and in particular the
secure operations of their core IT-business infrastructure.
Implications on the architecture of the cooperation function
and an implementation realized using the Kubernetes microservice infrastructure and Hyperledger Fabric are presented.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
This short paper describes work in progress started in
2017 that has led our team to design and implement generic
mechanisms to enhance interoperability among distrustful
actors. The resulting peer-to-peer configuration enables
private entities (i.e., competitors) and/or public entities (i.e.,
regulators) to interoperate under good conditions where they
are willing or compelled to collaborate. On the other hand,
functions that are too sensitive to be exposed to information
leakage or tampering from an entity’s environment are kept
safe (up to the level of safety provided by each entity for its
own resources).
The initial project was meant to speed up and improve
information flow between the many actors of the milk
production and processing sector in Switzerland: farmers,
transporters, label organizations, laboratories, the dairy
industry (buyers, transformers, retailers, exporters),
regulators, and of course the end-consumer, all require
information in a maze of formats and temporalities. Often,
the complexity of data-management and the lack of
synchrony between data-flows and the actual logistics of
production along the value chain prevent improvements or
paralyze processes. Even competing entities were willing to
work together to overcome difficulties, i.e., cooperate.
Our work on behalf of the milk sector delivered
mechanisms that apply to other sectors of the economy or of
society, including, e.g., banking, insurance, and healthcare.
The results we describe pertain to specific business
conditions called co-opetition, together with specific
technical conditions that are found in distributed systems, in
particular, but not restricted to peer-to-peer (P2P) networks.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly
describes the state of the art from where we start. In section
III we define the cooperation function and the coordination
function in the context of interoperability. In section IV we
state a small set of conditions, or principles, for the
digitalization, integration, and interoperation of the
cooperation function by and among co-opeting entities and
define the architecture of a P2P network that operates the
cooperation function. In section V we describe a productive
implementation of the concept. We conclude in section VI
with implications on co-opetition among software-providers
and a possible transformation of some regulatory tasks
currently implemented de facto in the form of centralized
coordination functions among networks of competing
economic actors.
II. STATE OF THE ART
This section briefly describes the notions of co-opetition,
peer-to-peer collaboration, and cooperation function.
A. Horizontal cooperation, co-opetition
In business, many situations arise where competitors
must cooperate to sustain their access to the market, reduce
costs, or collectively realize positive conditions that would
be impossible on an individual basis. This was first described
in [1]. It happens e.g., in logistics and transport [2], in
industry [3], in banking [4], and is generally called
“horizontal cooperation” or co-opetition [5], as opposed to
the master-slave-type of dependency between customers and
suppliers in a vertical setting, or the possible cooperation of
business entities that are not competitors.
Co-opetition is a sensitive endeavor, where cooperation
between competitors on some specific function is beneficial,
whereas the core business goal of each party in the
cooperation remains domination of the other(s).
Since cooperation implies the sharing of resources, e.g.,
at least of information, to manage which resources can be
shared for mutual benefit without compromising individual
survival is delicate.
B. Peer-to-peer networks
On the other hand, peer-to-peer collaboration in
computer networks is a well-established practice for groups
of otherwise autonomous entities to share commonly
valuable resources [6], [7]. Shared resources may be files,
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computing power, voice over internet protocol (VoIP) [8],
partial solutions to broken-down problems, storage, etc.
An interesting aspect of P2P networks is that parties to
the P2P activity usually have no additional interaction. Their
common interest and benefit can be to swap multimedia
resources, solve together a genome or signal-processing
problem, take part in an elaborate mesh-based resource
sharing configuration [9], participate in multiplayer games
[10], or even provide “services” as in [11], but in general,
stakeholders in P2P activities do not otherwise interact.
The absence of “external relationship” is not necessary in
P2P networking, nor does the latter a priori exclude
competition (in the business sense) between peers.
Though competition between stakeholders in a peer-topeer network is not excluded, it does require some caution:
P2P activities imply that peers execute foreign operations on
their computer infrastructure, or, to be more precise, some
computer infrastructure that they control. Therefore, certain
conditions should be guaranteed to stakeholders before they
open-up their strategic resources, information, processes, or
core-functions like customer relationship management
systems (CRM) to “peers” that are, in essence their enemies.
C. Cooperation and coordination functions
The functions shared between co-opetitors are called
cooperation functions and coordination functions. They are
usually implemented on the IT infrastructure of a central
actor, e.g., SWIFT [4]. For many reasons including trust and
fault-tolerance, centralization of any function should
however be avoided in P2P networks, the more so if peers
are inherently distrustful of each other.
The approach we follow is fully distributed: there is no
central component and every peer operates and executes
every function that it requires on its own. Execution of
functions is traced and logged, and correct behavior can
always be proven unless the conditions for consensus
(among misbehaving peers) are met and used to disqualify an
honest peer. This is about the best that one can reach under
the general conditions of distributed computing systems.
III. COMPETITION, COOPERATION AND COORDINATION
Two important features of co-opeting entities in the
traditional business environment are [12]: 1) the separation
of the cooperation function from the core business functions
within each of the co-opeting entities, and 2) the presence in
some form of a coordinating actor.
The first feature is easily understandable for the security
of the core function of the business, but is also related to the
different social and relational skills of “competitor-” and
“cooperator-” types of workers in any given company.
Figure 1 illustrates the situation of a set of competing
entities CE-1, CE-2, … CE-N, that compete to access their
share of the market, whereas they each operate a cooperation
function clearly separated from the core functions of the
business with defined access conditions. A coordination
function is necessary to establish consistency among entities
with regards to cooperation. Of course, cooperation among
entities in complex business environments like global
transport or banking requires a computer-supported
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coordination function. As in [4], this function is often
complex itself and is centralized, which enables strong
semantics of transactions (e.g., non-repudiation of bank
transfers in SWIFT). In this case, the coordination function
might be owned and operated, or at least controlled by the
community of co-opetitors.
A central exogenous component of this type implies a
(very heavy) client-server model of coordination, as opposed
to the fully distributed model we are looking after.
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Figure 1. Business entities that compete and cooperate.

Huge sets of co-opeting entities like SWIFT or large
stock-exchange platforms might need to manage billions of
transactions monthly (that incidentally generate millions of
euros of costs for the stakeholders) with a central
coordination function, or they might be too big to get rid of a
system that was once a solution to their reliability problem.
However, co-opetition on a smaller scale doesn’t require
and usually cannot economically support, a centralized,
dedicated and humanly operated coordination function. In
this case, the coordination function might consist only in
managing reliable communication and consensus on a small
set of global state values necessary for all actors to make
mutually consistent and locally secure decisions.
Figure 2 illustrates this situation: the cooperation
functions of co-opeting entities interact within a P2P
network. Access by the coordination function to the core IT
infrastructure of each competing entity is strictly controlled.
There is no more active autonomous coordination function.
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Figure 2. To implement cooperation in a peer-to-peer network.
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In this representation, each competing entity is a node of
the peer-to-peer network. At first glance, it should be
possible to implement this configuration with traditional
web-services (e.g., SOAP/XML or REST). However, this is
not the case, specifically because a distributed coordination
function cannot consistently be implemented using webservices that operate between IT-infrastructures of
independent competing entities. Also, note that using a
distributed database system in this situation is technically
equivalent to using a centralized coordination function.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PEER-TO-PEER NETWORK
In order for the cooperation- and the distributed
coordination- functions to be implemented within a set of coopeting entities the following conditions are necessary:
1) each competing entity completely, autonomously,
and separately operates its own core functions, and each
competing entity operates an instance of the cooperation
function within a node of the P2P network;
2) each instance of the cooperation function maintains
state values of the global coordination function. State values
can be local values of the cooperation function instance
executed on some node; or distributed state values that are
consistent among the cooperation function instances of a
subset of competing nodes; or consensus state values that
must be kept consistent on all running cooperation function
instances of the set of competing nodes;
3) the set of all coordination function instances of the
group of competing entities, together with all state values of
all types of these instances, defines a consistent distributed
information system under conditions 1) and 2) above.
Since the cooperation function is specific to the type of
business activity considered, the architecture of the P2P
network and of each node have to provide some domainspecific services (in particular, the services required by the
coordination function, if any), whereas the conditions that
pertain to the operation of a distributed system rely on
general-purpose services. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
Since the IT-infrastructures operated by different
competing entities are by nature different, the
implementation of the cooperation function, i.e., the
implementation of the individual nodes in the P2P network,
are bound to be different. The manner by which competing
entities are brought to trust each other with regards to the
correctness of their competitors’ cooperation function (and
possibly the underlying coordination function) can be left to
each group of entities. However, certification of nodes, fully
traced communication, and non-repudiation (in the sense
that correct behavior of a peer can always be proven) are
properties that can help foster trust. These features were
implemented in the project described in the next section.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
To illustrate the development above, we briefly present
the implementation of the peer-to-peer network that was
implemented in view of [13]. In this case, the cooperation
function was relatively complex (managing the transmission,
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authorized by their owners, of information between operators
of public or private databases of farm-related data) with a
coordination function that enabled data-owners (i.e., farmers)
to enforce in real time together with each competing entity
concerned, who was entitled to receive their data.
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Figure 3. Architecture of a peer (node).

Because of the nature of the competing entities (often
small, autonomous, and distrustful organizations with weak
or external IT-resources), it was decided to provide the
cooperation function, with each competing entity’s node, in a
separately operable Kubernetes (K8s) [14] cluster (see
Figure 4). The goal is to facilitate integration and long-term
maintenance by using standard infrastructure components.
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Figure 4. Implementation of a node with gRPC / K8s / HLF.
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This feature also enables competing entities to outsource
the construction and operation of their nodes, and at the same
time withhold legal control and responsibility on their
operations with contracts and service level agreements.
The interface (API) between the core function and the
cooperation function is realized using the gRPC [15]
framework. Identity and access management is realized with
OpenID Connect/OAuth 2.0 [16]. The coordination function
will rely on Hyperledger Fabric [17] (which has a K8s
implementation) and is currently only partially realized with
the ledger (integration, along with the implementation of
traceability for sensitive products or objects in the valuechain using the ledger are planned in future work).
Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned ledger well adapted
to the situation of a set of co-opeting entities (by nature
reconfigurable at any time, but not dynamic in real time nor
open to unidentified / unqualified peers).
The implementation is meant for private and for public
entities alike, in the agro-food sector. The heterogeneity of
actors tolerates a model infrastructure like Kubernetes (that
peers can bypass using another implementation at their own
risk), and the usage of a permissioned ledger for storing and
accessing global state values; it does not however allow the
general usage of a blockchain for the storage of local or
transactional state values, because of the IT policy of each
peer that could possibly prevent it, e.g., for public agencies.

These remarks, as well as the implementation of the
ledger as a means for traceability in the cooperation function
are the subject of ongoing and future work.

VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown how the local cooperation- and the
distributed coordination- functions of a group of co-opeting
entities can be implemented in a peer-to-peer network.
The successful implementation of the approach leads to
two remarks. First, co-opetition in business requires some
sort of co-opetition among the software-providers of the
business entities concerned. Lines of business in economic
sectors have their established sets of IT-tools and SWproviders (e.g., SAP among others for the enterprise resource
planning core function of a business). If a group of business
entities is lead to co-opete in its sector, then the group of
associated software-providers should do so also: in order to
supply their customers with the necessary cooperation and
coordination functions (i.e., cooperate) and thus remain
competitive on that market.
Second, if some economic activity is subject to central
regulatory coordination (control) as in banking or in animal
production, then each business entity that is registered for
the activity must implement and operate the coordination /
control function in its processes and its IT.
The approach proposed in this paper shows how the
coordination / control function of the regulator could be
distributed among these co-opeting entities in a P2P
framework under good conditions (i.e., using the group of
entities concerned to overlook the correct implementation of
the coordination / control function). This could lead in some
sectors to replace costly and rigid control structures
embedded in public administrations by distributed resources
that already operate the same functions, possibly reducing by
half the cost of some regulatory controls.

[6]
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